Coffee and passwords are best when they are STRONG

Passwords are designed to protect equipment, data, and networks. Create them carefully and guard them closely.

Create a strong password
Long passwords are harder to guess. Mixing alphanumeric characters and symbols makes your password stronger.

Make the password memorable
Create passwords that you will remember but not something that will be easy to guess, such as names or birthdays. Avoid using dictionary words.

Never share passwords
Do not tell anyone your password. Confidentiality is key. No legitimate company will ask for your password, so be wary if this happens.

Do not store/write down passwords
Writing a password down may compromise its safety due to the risk of loss. Passwords stored in computers may be accessed by unauthorized personnel.

Do not reuse passwords
Having a different password for each account will keep your accounts secure. This means if access is gained, then only one account will be affected.